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INVESTIGATION OF FREE VIBRATIONS
ACOUSTIC MEDIUM WITH CYLINDRICAL
INCLUSION CONTAINING ELASTICALLY

SUSPENDED MASS, BY THE INVERSE METHOD

Abstract

Free vibrations of a cylindric inclusion containing suspended mass situated
in elastic medium are investigated by the inverse method. Eigenfrequencies of
vibrations are defined at some values of parameters of the system.

Study of joint motion of discrete systems continuum is of great practical value.
For example to the readings of data units of measuring devices of wave processes
there are introduced noises from their own vibrations, or in interacting with seismic
waves, constructions may be considered as discrete systems.

Investigation of behavior of shell constructions with added masses is of great
practical interest. Main attention at these problems is given to questions on estima-
tion of damping ability of a construction (under the action of dynamical loads). If
rigidity of a shell is great in comparison with rigidity of dampers (springs), in many
cases one can ignore shell strains.

Influence of a system of loads interior to a cylindrical shell on its behavior while
interacting with spherical pressure wave was considered in [1]. A system of loads
(concentrated masses) is fastened to internal surface of a shell by means of elas-
tic strings. The masses are connected with linear characteristics springs among
themselves as well. Concentrated masses may only reciprocate. The solution is con-
structed with using Fourier series (with respect to angular coordinate) and integral
transformations. (Laplace-with respect to time, and Fourier-with respect to axial
coordinate). The conversion integrals were calculated by means of Gauss-Lagger
quadratic formula (for the Fourier transform transformer) and expansion in series
by ultraspherical polynomials (for the Laplace transform transformer). Numerical
calculations were carried out for a water immersed steel shell under exponential
profile spherical wave.

In the paper [2] a rigid inclusion with elastically suspended mass interior to it is
considered in acoustic media. Environment forces P and interaction forces with sus-
pended mauss M2 effect on inclusion of the mass M1 by means of a rigidity spring L.
Spring’s effect transmitted to inclusion of the mass M1 and in the apposite direction
with inverse sign on the mass M2 is proportional to the difference of permutations
of the inclusion x1 and internal mass x2 , i.e. equals L (x2 − x1) . Under the action
of these forces the inclusion acquires acceleration defined by Newton’s second law:

M1
d2x1
dt2

= P + L (x2 − x1) , (1)

here P is the resistance of medium to inclusion motion.




